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 Congratulations on your entrance to ICU! You might be starting to wonder what the campus life 
would be like. We will provide a little pinch of "spice" of our life at Oak house to stir your 
imagination in depth. 

 Every morning on the way to class, our tenderhearted dorm-parents come out to say 
"itterasshai" (Japanese greetings meaning "have a good day"). Also the access from the dorm to 
the places like the main building (10 minutes away by walking) or the cafeteria (only 20 steps 
away!) is extremely convenient. In addition we have the shortest distance from the main gate and 
the back gate so it is super easy to get to places like convenience store or to even take a walk! At 
least someone will be out at the lounge to welcome you back from part time job or etc. During the 
weekends, students tend to spend their times in the dorm watching movies, enjoy the chatting 
session within each other, or even head outside to "Bakayama"(open green space outside the 
main building where many students stop by to take a nap or lie down to spend peaceful times) to 
watch stars. Although we have a set curfew, you are allowed to be outside after the curfew as 
long as you send a email to the dorm parents.  

Also there are numerous activities that happen among each dorms, BBQ with the OB/OG people, 
or even a sleepover trip called "Kashitora". Not only that but we could come up with a totally new 
activity besides those set events if we gather up plan out. Oh and by the way, our "Oak house 
sweater" is known to be the best design out of all the other dorm goods! 

 

1st floor 

 Congratulation and welcome to ICU. The oak house first floor has unique and interesting people. 
We gather at social room for playing tv game or at kitchen we eat and have an academic chat, and 
also we play the guitar, sing a song together. Sometimes we go crazy and get scold together Lol 
But at the same time we study hard too. We are able to be both chill and studious, having switch 
on and off. We are really close. Even though you never had experienced living by yourself, you 
can enjoy living together. Living in oak house would surely help you grow as a person.   “Iron 
sharpens iron; so a man sharpens the countenance of his friend.”  

 Oak house would be an another home for you, where you can share laughter and sorrow. A 
feeling of comfort to having a home nearby is something that only dorm students may experience. 
Of course, as we live together there are some rules that you have to follow. Also to respect others 
following rules are important. But you don’t have to feel pressured. Why don’t you come and join 
oak house dorm to experience exciting university life? We are waiting for you!  

Oak house 1st floor 8th floor leader Motomasa Sakuma 

2nd Floor 

 Welcome to ICU! I will proudly introduce you about the Oak House 2nd floor. It might be your 
first time living away from your family. Some of you might be nervous about living in the dorm, 
but you don’t have to worry about it here! 40 kind dorm mates are going to welcome you to our 
floor. Before I started living in this dorm, I was worried if I would be able to live with people from 
different backgrounds. Contrary to what I thought, I made friends from various grades as soon as 
I came here and I’m having a great dorm life here on the 2nd floor. I love the people in my dorm 
so much that when I’m back at home for a long time, I start missing my friends in the dorm. In the 



dorm, there are some rules that you have to follow and duties you have to do. These might not 
sound fun, but they are important in order for everyone in the dorm to have a comfortable life. 
People on the 2nd floor are seen to be quiet, but we know how to have fun too! Our floor holds 
exciting events such as the Halloween Party and the End of the Year Party every year. The 
experience you gained by living in a dorm with people from different backgrounds and values 
will certainly become a life asset. I’m looking forward to seeing you at the Oak House! 

Oak House 2nd Floor Leader, Nanami Oshima 

 

3rd Floor 

 "Neat and tidy” is what the third floor of Oak house is well known for. This image has been 
created by many of us, having a sense of responsibility and respect for others. This floor is full of 
students, who care about their surroundings in the way to maintain an easy-living environment 
for all. Also, when there are issues raised about dorm life or rules within the house, each of us 
takes it seriously in order to improve our dorm life. So far, it may miss lead you to think that 
maybe third floor Oak house is a place full of tight and strict rules. That is a big mistake! Our floor 
is always filled with cheer and laughter. Group works in our study to future talks in the kitchen, 
chatting with friends about relationship problems until late at night or playing card games on 
weekends. From eating out together to traveling together, we create new bonds amongst each 
other. By supporting and living together and further developing dorm life, it is an opportunity for 
you to make lifelong friends. Learning essential life skills of communication, respect and 
community living, why not join us in a once in a lifetime experience? 

Oak house 3rd floor, Yuiko Kajiki 

 


